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circular polarization of the incident X-rays, giving an equivalent
effect. Even so, with the recent development of the synchrotron
radiation technology, we should be able to perform such an
experiment. M
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The conversion of energy into controlled motion plays an impor-
tant role in both man-made devices and biological systems. The
principles of operation of conventional motors are well estab-
lished, but the molecular processes used by `biological motors'
such as muscle ®bres, ¯agella and cilia1±9 to convert chemical
energy into co-ordinated movement remain poorly under-
stood10±12. Although `brownian ratchets'13±16 are known to
permit thermally activated motion in one direction only, the
concept of channelling random thermal energy into controlled
motion has not yet been extended to the molecular level. Here we
describe a molecule that uses chemical energy to activate and bias
a thermally induced isomerization reaction, and thereby achieve
unidirectional intramolecular rotary motion. The motion con-
sists of a 1208 rotation around a single bond connecting a three-
bladed subunit to the bulky remainder of the molecule, and
unidirectional motion is achieved by reversibly introducing a
tether between the two units to energetically favour one of the two
possible rotation directions. Although our system does not
achieve continuous and fast rotation, the design principles that
we have used may prove relevant for a better understanding of
biological and synthetic molecular motors producing unidirectional
rotary motion.

A range of molecular devices17±23, including turnstiles, shuttles
and switches, has been synthesized, but a molecule able to produce
unidirectional rotary motion has not yet been reported. Our
attempts to design a molecular system able to achieve such
motion focused on structure 1 (Fig. 1), which consists of two
main components: a three-bladed triptycene (the lighter-shaded
unit in Fig. 1b) and a [4]helicene (the darker-coloured component
in Fig. 1b). The triptycene and helicene are connected by a single
bond (shown as a black wedge in 1; Fig. 1a) that functions as an axle.
We have previously established24±27 that the barrier to rotation
(,25 kcal mol-1) of the triptycene around the triptycene/helicene
bond in 1 is substantially higher than the barrier to rotation around
typical carbon±carbon single bonds (,3±5 kcal mol-1). The heli-
cene in 1 may be regarded as a stiff (but not entirely rigid) pawl that
resists deformation and prevents easy rotation. Molecule 1 cannot
be looked upon as a molecular ratchet, however, because when
thermally stimulated rotation of the triptycene does occur, it occurs
in clockwise and anti-clockwise directions to an equal extent24,25.
The helicene in 1 might best be pictured as a friction brake28 that
inhibits, but does not completely prevent, spontaneous rotation of
the triptycene.

The essence of achieving unidirectional rotation with a molecular
system based on the structure of 1 involves continuing the friction-
braking action to prevent anti-clockwise rotation, while using the
chemical energy of carbonyl dichloride to lower the energy barrier
of this system against clockwise rotation, thereby selectively foster-
ing formally induced clockwise rotation of the triptycene. The
unidirectional rotation derives ultimately from the asymmetric
skew of the helicene and the use of a monosubstituted triptycene,
which result in non-identical energy surfaces for clockwise and anti-
clockwise rotation. To us, the function of the carbonyl dichloride is
reminiscent of that of another energy-rich molecule, ATP, which
powers many biological motors.

The thermodynamics of the design are presented in detail in
Fig. 2. The basic strategy was to start with a molecule related to 1,
which has a rotational energy barrier of ,25 kcal mol-1 (see Fig. 2b)
but can be trapped (schematically represented by a `brick wall' in
Fig. 2d) somewhat above the rotational ground state by using a
chemical reaction powered by carbonyl dichloride. The chemically
trapped species is therefore energetically closer (compare Fig. 2d
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Figure 1 Compound 1, a triptycyl[4]helicene. a, Chemical structure. b, Stereo view of a

calculated electron-density surface map of the lowest-energy conformation of 1 using the

Spartan (see below) version of the AM1 semi-empirical molecular modelling program. The

triptycene is shown in lighter tones, the helicene in darker tones. The calculated barrier to

rotation �DH Ð
� 22 kcal mol 2 1� around the triptycene/helicene bond in 1Ðcalculated

using version 4.0 (1995) of the Spartan software (Wavefunction Inc., Irvine, California,

USA)Ðis in good agreement with the experimentally determined value25

�DG Ð
� 25 kcal mol2 1�.
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with 2b) to the rotation barrier and requires relatively smaller
amounts of thermal activation to reach the summit of the rotational
energy barrier. Once the system has reached the summit (Fig. 2e),
further rotation brings it into the second rotational ground state
(Fig. 2f) and releases 25 kcal mol-1. This energy immediately dif-
fuses through the system, and thus is not directly available to drive
the more energy-intensive reverse reaction (which requires
25 kcal mol-1, in contrast to the less energy demanding forward
process from the state shown in Fig. 2d to that in Fig. 2f). Put

another way, the states shown in Fig. 2b and f are isoenergetic, and
the rates of the b ! f and f ! b conversions will be identical; but by
using the chemical energy of carbonyl dichloride to trap (Fig. 2d)
the molecule as shown in Fig. 2c, the transformation c ! f is
exoergic, and unidirectional rotation is driven by the negative
change in free energy for the c ! f transformation.

Figure 3 provides molecular detail for the concepts outlined in
Fig. 2. The demonstration of controlled rotary motion starts with 2
(the synthesis and characterization of all compounds will be
reported elsewhere). Compound 2 is one of three low-energy
rotational isomers (rotamers) about the axle connecting the tripty-
cene and helicene components (7 is a second low-energy rotamer).
Rotamer 2 is activated by reaction with carbonyl dichloride to give
the isocyanate 3 via a carbamoyl chloride. Isocyanate 3 is chemically
prepared to react with the OH group in the hydroxypropyl tether
attached to the helicene, but in the rotational ground state 3, the
isocyanate and the OH group are too far apart to interact. However,
at those instants when a clockwise rotation of the triptycene (not
possible with a comparable anti-clockwise rotation because an anti-
clockwise rotation would bring the reactants further apart and
prevent the essential urethane formation) brings the isocyanate and
the OH group suf®ciently close to react (see 4), urethane formation
(!5) can then result, irreversibly trapping the triptycene in a
relatively high-energy (compared with 3; also see Fig. 2d versus b)
conformation around the triptycene/helicene axle. Ambient ther-
mal energy then drives the exoergic unidirectional rotation from 5
to 6 (in contrast, but as expected, the control experiment involving
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Figure 3 Sequence of events in the chemically powered rotation of 2 to 7. See text for

discussion. Although 2 and 3 are not identical, to a ®rst approximation they both

conceptually correspond to Fig. 2b. Compounds 4 and 5 correspond to Fig. 2c and d,

respectively; compounds 6 and 7 both correspond roughly to Fig. 2f.
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Figure 2 Schematic representation of the concepts underlying the design of the system.

a, Energy diagram representing 2408 of rotation around the triptycene/helicene bond

(black wedge in 1), with a barrier of ,25 kcal mol-1. b, At any given time a single

molecule (represented by the ®lled black circle) will usually exist in a low-energy

conformation such as ,1208 (=,08 and ,2408 because of the three-fold symmetry of

the triptycene) around the triptycene/helicene bond. c, Within a very brief time span,

random thermal energy temporarily elevates all individual molecules to conformationally

excited states (for example, t1/2 for thermally exciting molecules 10 kcal mol-1 above

ground state at 25 8C is 2:3 3 10 2 6 s). d, Conformationally excited rotamers in c are

trapped, and prevented from rotating back to a lower-energy conformation. e, The

trapped molecules are propelled by the random thermal energy to the top of the energy

barrier (at energy Eact) (reversion to the position in dÐbut not bÐis possible, but readily

reversible). f, Descent from the summit in e to the next energy minimum is easy and

virtually irreversible (because the reverse reaction (f ! e) has an energy requirement of

+25 kcal mol-1, which is effectively inaccessible (t1/2 for achieving +25 kcal mol-1 is

63.2 h at 25 8C).
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Figure 4 Molecules 8, 9 and 10, referred to in the text and in Fig. 5.
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treatment of 7 with Cl2C � O=Et3N leads rapidly to 6, but 6 does not
detectably convert to 5). Finally, 6 is cleaved to give 7, thereby
completing the chemically driven rotation of 2 to 7. Control
experiments demonstrate that in the absence of Cl2C�O=Et3N,
pure 2 slowly converts (over several days) to an approximately
1:0.8:1 equilibrium mixture of 2, 7 and 8 (the third low-energy
rotamer: see Fig. 4). In Fig. 5 we show the experimental data which
establish that the events in Fig. 3 proceed as indicated. M
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Figure 5 Spectroscopic evidence that carbonyl dichloride fuels the unidirectional rotation

of 2. Partial 1H NMR spectra (monitoring the bridgehead proton relative to

(CH3)4Si=0 p.p.m.) indicate the sequence of events as a function of time. Numbers next to

peaks in the spectra refer to structures in Fig. 3. a, 2 in CDCl3; b, t0; addition of Cl2C=O

and Et3N. 2 is rapidly converted to intramolecular urethane 5 via isocyanate 3; the

isocyanates 3 and 4 convert to 5 too rapidly to be seen in the spectra. c, After 1.6 h at

ambient temperature (,22 8C), ,30% of 5 has rotated ``over the hump'' (Fig. 2d to

Fig. 2f) to 6. d, e, f, Over further time, rotation of 5 to 6 continues, with unidirectional

conversion of 5 to 6 being .80% complete in ,6 h. Urethane 6 was isolated and shown

to be identical to material prepared directly from amine rotamer 7 by reaction with

Cl2C=O/Et3N. Control experiments established that 6 does not convert to 5; that is, that

the conversion of 5 ! 6 is unidirectional. The assignment of structures to 3±6 is

corroborated by infrared spectroscopic monitoring of the relevant reactions of 2, 7 and 9

with Cl2C=O/NEt3 (and also 10 in the case of 9), performed using ReactIR technology (ASI

Applied Systems, Millersville, Maryland, USA); this equipment makes it possible to record

in situ, and in real time, the infrared spectra of reaction mixtures and to thereby assay

functional group changes as they occur.
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Attempts to fabricate mechanical devices on the molecular level1,2

have yielded analogues of rotors3, gears4, switches5, shuttles6,7,
turnstiles8 and ratchets9. Molecular motors, however, have not yet
been made, even though they are common in biological systems10.
Rotary motion as such has been induced in interlocked sys-
tems11±13 and directly visualized for single molecules14, but the
controlled conversion of energy into unidirectional rotary motion
has remained dif®cult to achieve. Here we report repetitive,
monodirectional rotation around a central carbon±carbon
double bond in a chiral, helical alkene, with each 3608 rotation
involving four discrete isomerization steps activated by ultravio-
let light or a change in the temperature of the system. We ®nd that


